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REVIEWS • RESENSIES 

Kalliope I: Griekse jambiese en elegiese poesie van Archilochos tot Theognis, 
saamgestel met kommentaar deur J.H. Barkhuizen, W.J. Henderson, C.A. van 
Rooy. Universiteit van Suid-Afrika (Pretoria), 1986. pp. xvi + 236. Rand 28,80. 

In their preface the editors (henceforth edd.) set their aim clearly: as iambic, 
elegiac and lyrical Greek poetry is almost neglected by undergraduates in their 
training for a degree in Classics at any of the South African universities, they 
intend to give them a solid textbook. This volume I is confined to iambic and 
elegiac poetry; volume II will deal with lyrical poetry. How far have edd. reached 
this laudable aim? I shall first discuss three general aspects, and then proceed to 
give a list of detailed comments. 1 

In the first place: the selection of the poems. Edd. have obviously preferred 
non multa sed multum: in view of the difficulty of the texts they prefer to give 
not many items but a few, these thoroughly annotated and interpreted. This 
is very sensible. But in my opinion their choice could have been more 
exciting, more stimulating. As it is now, virtually all poems are moralistic; as a 
consequence the book is very serious. It is true that there is not much left of the 
scathing iambs for which Archilochus was famous/notorious; but why not give 
the Strasburg epode (attributed by Degani to Archilochus, by West presented as 
Hipponax n.115)? Indeed, why give nothing in this volume of dirty Hipponax? 
And if the entire poem by Semonides 'on women' could not find place ( edd. 
qualify it on p . 73 as 'buitengewoon lang'), then vv.1-26, 57-98 might have 
given a good idea of the satirical power of this poet. Apart from Mimnerrnus 1 
and Xenophanes 1 there is nothing erotic in this book, no merriment. Archilochus' 
Cologne epode with its surprising seduction might have redressed the balance. In 
short: as a selection this anthology is not wholly representative. 

It seems, however, slightly absurd if a critic, having to review what a book 
gives, goes on complaining about what the book does not give. Therefore I pass 
to my second point: the constitution and explanation of the texts. Here 
particularly edd. deserve much credit for their sustained and sagacious work. 
Although the book is not designed as a tool for advanced scholars, there is solid 
and up-to-date scholarship behind every page. Edd. are familiar with the vast 
literature, and their bibliography covers a good deal of it: French, German, 
English, Italian (and, I am proud to say, also Dutch) contributions have been 
listed and- what is more- have been put to effective use. The reader will find 
these annotations a safe guide to a better understanding ofthe poems. Edd. have 
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not taken the easy way of simply copying the texts as printed by West or Gentili
Prato or (in the case ofTheognis) Young: they print their own text, i.e. they make 
a judicious and eclectic use of what scholars in the last decades have contributed 
(I have not discovered any emendations printed which have been proposed by 
the edd. themselves) . Even so it would have been handy if they had given a list of 
all instances where they have chosen to differ from e.g. West. 

My third point is: literary criticism. For each poem edd. keep to the following 
programme: text + app.crit. (the latter unconventionally in the form of 
footnotes), then annotation; then a section called 'struktuur' and finally a section 
called 'interpretasie'. The structural analyses bear strongly the imprint of van 
Groningen's La composition litteraire archique. The procedure is on the whole 
more mechanical than rhetorical: chiasm, pendulum-movement and ring
composition recur all the time. I found myself skipping these sections; after a 
while undergraduates might become just as impatient as I was . After some 
exercise they can do this by themselves. The sections 'interpretasie' come closest 
to literary criticism. The accents are twofold: on proximity to Homeric 
phraseology, and on ' Ideengeschichte'. Both are of course important, and edd. 
offer much that I found intelligible and intelligent: e.g. on Archilochus 128, 
Semonides 1 and Mimnermus 1. On some other occasions their own view gets 
almost swamped with doxography. Pp. 144-145 which deal with Xenophanes 1 
are hard to digest: opinions of Bowra, Defradas, Ugolini, Cumont, Campbell, 
Jaeger, Francois, Ziegler are quoted. These 'interpretasies'- after all, the part 
of their work where edd. give their own personal 'reception' of the poems they 
have selected and annotated - might have been more stimulating if edd. had 
been less concerned with 'quoting the colleagues' and had relied more on their 
own understanding and appreciation. 

Before passing on to the detailed comments I would like to draw attention to 
two very recent publications which are of great importance for the study of Greek 
elegy. These appeared too late for the edd. to use: but if-as one naturally hopes 
- Kalliope I appears in a second edition, edd. will find much here of which they 
may approve. In the first place: A.H.W. Adkins' monograph Poetic Craft in the 
Early Greek Elegists, Chicago 1985. The author concentrates on versification and 
metre, but goes a long way towards 'interpretasie'. The other contribution is E.L. 
Bowie's paper in JHS 106(1986)13-35. There is much to be said for his thesis 
that there were two kinds of elegy: a small-scale one, chiefly of a paraenetic 
nature, aimed at a small (sympotic) circle of aristocratic friends, and a large-scale 
elegy (up to thousands of lines) of a narrative nature (local history, Kttm:l<; and all 
that) to be performed in an agonistic context for the population of a polis. Bowie 
agrees with what edd. say about the derivation of the word 'elegy' from a root 
'elegn' =reed, pipe (Armenian rather than 'Klein-Asiaties ' , although , of course, 
it was through Asia Minor that this musical term came to Ionia and Greece). 
p.6. To the discussions about the 'persona' in Archilochus' ego-texts might be 
added my inaugural lecture Het gemaskerde ik (Amsterdam 1978) together with 
the pertinent criticism of my position as given by S. Slings in Lampas 13(1980) 
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331-334; more recently W. Rosier in 'Persona reale o persona poetica' QUCC 
19(1985)131-144. 
p.6. In Archilochus 1 the interrogation-mark after EKAum;v should be a comma 
or a colon. 
p.lO. For tAll~tom)vll and tA.c:ico cp. the substantial note given by Denniston 
on Eur .El. 1171. And yuvmKEiov n:£v8oc; is 'mourning such as is (always) shown 
by women' rather than 'vroulike smart ' . The poet persuades himself as well as his 
audience to abstain from excessive utterances of grief, and to tolerate, if not to 
indulge in, 8aA.iat . 
p.lS. About the aUon; aUoc;-motifthere is the excellent dissertation with that 
very title , written by Jutta Krause, Miinchen , 1976. 
p.17 elegy as 'dodeklag' ? See Bowie's paper. 
p.19. Tarditi certainly did not mean c:lco8E n:c:ivm as 'laat alles oor' ; on p.270 of 
his ed. he translates: 'agli dei tutto e abituale'' 
p.22. ' 'n J ambiese gedig in die trogelese tetrameter': a confusing qualification! 
p.23. 8oKoc; is not a 'spies' (spear) but a 'supporting beam'. 
p.27. The idea that we have here an opposition between 'maalstroom' (KuKffi
~EvE) and 'reelmatige golfslag' (pucr~6c;) is particularly enlightening. The entire 
discussion on pp. 27-29 is, as I said earlier, admirable. 
p.32. Man as the bearer, and the victim, of each day is so powerful a theme that 
the few words on this page are insufficient to elucidate it. The opportunity has 
been missed of pointing out that the 8u~oc; of fr . 128 is the hard core of one's self, 
centre of resistance and insight, while here in fr.131-132 the same 8u~6c; turns 
out to be shifting, and mutabile semper. H . Frankel, Wege, is referred to , of 
course; but it ought to be a reference to pp. 23-40 ('E<l>HMEPO'L als Kennwort 
fur die menschliche Natur') , not to pp.1-22. See now the references in Poet. 
Com. Graec. ed. Kassel & Austin V (1986) p.76 (on Diphilus fr. 44) . 
p.36. Aristotle Rhet. 1418b23 ff is referred to in order to demonstrate that 'in 
hierdie gedig spreek Archilochos nie in eie persoon nie'. But what Aristotle says 
is that , if one has to say something unpleasant in one's own interest, one can 
usefully introduce another person in one's speech to do so. In this poem 
Archilochos is very much engaged in grinding his own axe; so much should be 
said explicitly in the interpretation. 
p.SS. I agree that for Tyrtaeus 10, line 11 d 8' (Francke) is a better solution than 
West's suggestions 'Lcr8' or i:cr8' . 
p.56. In ou8E~i' mpn the iota subscript is a misprint. 
p.57 -58. Edd. side with Prato, Snell , Degani in considering Lycurgus' quotation 
as an ad hoc combination of two separate elegies: 1-14 and 15-32. Personally I 
am convinced that they are right. The arguments for the separation as given by 
Degani convince me more than those advanced by edd.; their argument (c), 
especially, is insubstantial, because the lines 21-30 need not at all be a reference 
to a recent battle ('onlangse terugslae waarin die ouer manne erg gely het'). 
p.61. In line 17 VECOAE~£coc; is a misprint for vcoA.E~£coc;. 

p.67. The passage in Xen. Resp. Lac. 9.5. says the opposite of what edd. 
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suppose: Xenophon informs us that people who have misbehaved on the 
battlefield must give way to others on the public road, and stand up in order to 
leave their seats to others, even to men younger than they are themselves! 
p.68. n:pOfHixmm; is a misprint for -otm. 
p.69. In 4.3. edd. suggest that the use of myth as paradigm is post-homeric. 
Nothing could be less true. See the fundamental contribution by Willcock, CQ 
58(1966)141-154; most recently 0. Andersen in Homer: Beyond Oral Poetry, 
edited by J.M. Bremer, I.J.F. de Jongh & J. Kalff, Amsterdam 1987,1-13. 
p.74. In line 3 SA.A.' is a misprint for aU' . Line 4 does not scan. Edd. refer to 
Gerber TAPA 1969 who defends the choriamb; but he, too, has to admit that 
SOEtV in line 17 ofthe very same poem speaks for SOCOJ..lEV in 4. 
p.84. In line 5 Efl<j)VE'l:Ut is a misprint for Efl<j)UE'l:Ut. 
p.85. On line 5 I miss an explanation of the 'epic 1:c' and a reference to C.J. 
Ruijgh's Autour de TE epique, Amsterdam 1971, with its complete index (also of 
all post-homeric instances). Another 'epic cE' passes, equally unheeded, on p.93 
in Mimn.fr.1 ,6. 
p.88. After ctTJ there ought to be a comma, not a colon. 
p.91. On Mimnermus' two books of elegy see Bowie. Edd. are not justified in 
saying that frr.4,5 ,8,9,11,12 'handel oor Nanno': they have been quoted by other 
authors as coming from his Nanna. 
p.94. It is odd to refer to Dover's Greek Popular Morality (1974) as giving 
information about Greek homosexuality: Sir Kenneth wrote a book (already 
famous) with precisely that title (Duckworth, London 1978). For the sake of 
brevity I shall not pursue these detailed comments (I spotted three other 
misprints: on p.121 it should be Ka'l:a J..lEV Llto~, on p. 127 n:auct; on p.135 the 
colon or full stop after KaSapov is missing) . 

To conclude: the book is not quite free from error, but it will certainly be very 
useful. As far as the line-by-line explanation of the poems is concerned, it is a 
highly reliable guide in a difficult area of Greek literature. It has been produced 
competently by the Universiteit van Suid-Afrika (edd. are responsible for the 
misprints), and clad with an attractive dust-jacket. The volume is slender and 
elegant as one with the title Kalliope should be, and, if such a mercenary remark 
is permissible in speaking about the Muse, not too expensive. 

NOTES 

1. For each poem edd. give the numbers of the editions of Bergk, Diehl, Edmonds, Gentili-Prato, 
Tarditi , West . lt would have been much easier if they had given only West's numbers (certainly the 
most used edition nowadays) ; a synoptic ta:ble at the end could have given the connection with the 
other editions. In this review I use West's numbering. 

JAN-MAAR TEN BREMER 
Universiteit van Amsterdam 
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